
 

 

Is Obama����s Mother still alive?

 

I recently published a claim by a Mr. Fife, that a Russian woman predicted

that Barak Obama would be the next president in 1992, years before he was

ever even a Senator.� Adding to the mystery, is the fact that Obama has spent
almost a million dollars in legal fees to block the revelations of his birth

certificate and college records, makes his background very important.

The fact that he has surrounded himself with convicted felons, communists,

socialists and atheists, exposes his beliefs more than what he says. His

weakness against terrorists makes his childhood background even more

interesting.�
Thanks to the internet, searches for the backgrounds on his father, mother,

sister, their births, education, jobs, associates, SSNs, phone numbers, etc. are

not that hard, but very time consuming.

These searches by very expert people have revealed some alarming facts and

mysteries that cannot be disputed. These revelations show that Obama�s
grandfather was a member of the communist party and worked with Brzezinshi

and David Rockefeller, his mother was not poor but a high up executive of a

Ford Foundation bank in the middle east and went by many names but always

the same Social Security Number.�
It is also clear why President Obama uses Tim Geithner as Tresury

Secretary.� Geithner�s father,� Peter Geithner was director of the Asia
program at the Ford Foundation, a New World Order operation developed in

Indonesia by Ann Dunham-Soetoro, Barack Obama�s mother. Geithner and
Obama probably played together as children.

We now know that all the claims by Obama of millions of dollars over the

internet by millions of small donations to his campaign for President are false

and in fact they came from Saudi Arabian Banks with the help of the

Rockefeller and Ford Foundations through their Asian banks.�
It is no secrete that the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations have for years been

working for a One World Government and one world wide currency in a

communist style government.� This goes all the way back to 1917 when
Chase Manhattan bank financed Lenin�s march into Russia.� In order to
accomplish this they must crash the dollar entirely, and in fact, destroy

America.

It is not unreasonable to surmise that when they saw how Ann Dunham-

Soetoro was educating Obama, they imagined how they could prime him to be
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the future President of the United States of America.� The key to all this
mystery is Obama�s mother and her ties to the Asian banks, so she had to
find a way to disappear.� There is no proof that she ever died.� See the facts
unfold below.

 

The results of this investigation

 

Obama's grandparents were members of the CPUSA communist party. Also his

mother, Ann Dunham. Obama's mentor Frank Marshall Davis was a big time

player in the CPUSA in Chicago before leaving for Hawaii to live. Obama

ends up where? Chicago. Obama immediately joined the NEW PARTY when

he arrived and they helped him get elected to the Illinois senate.

It has since been learned that many CPUSA members fled the mainland in the

1960's as to avoid pending investigations into their activity. Many Chicago

CPUSA members, including Frank Marshall Davis, fled to Hawaii.

It may be no coincidence that Obama ended up taking classes at Columbia

University (Sovietology) from a guy his great Grandpa may have met or even

known well!

Stanley A's Grandpa (Madelyn's Father) worked for Rockefeller's Standard Oil

Company. In 1973 David Rockefeller founded the Trilateral Commission (TC)

with the Marxist-praising Zbigniew Brzezinski as its director. Zbigniew

Brzezinski is a foreign policy advisor to Obama.  

Now, let's see how Obama ends up in Brzezinski's sights:

Obama was one of 8 students selected to study Sovietology in Columbia's IR

program under Brzezinski, one of the CIA's top- ranking officers. This how the

CIA partners with the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) as Brzezinski was

also appointed director of the CFR, by David Rockefeller when the CFR was

first created.  

Timeline

The following research information came from The Obama Timeline by Don

Fredrick.

I highly recommend this timeline to anyone really wanting to know Obama

(and not going by what he says):   

Obama meets Zbigniew Brzezinski while at Columbia. Brzezinski, a CIA

expert on the Soviet Union, teaches international relations and is the head of

the Institute for Communist Affairs at Columbia. Obama is heavily influenced

by Brzezinski � who would later, as National Security Advisor for

President Jimmy Carter, be instrumental in encouraging America����s
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betrayal of the Shah of Iran (which then led to the takeover of Iran by

Ayatollah Khomeini, the 444-day American hostage debacle, and the rise

of Ahmadinejad)  

So, as you can see, there is one (well, two actually) common denominators

between Obama's family (before Obama was born) and Obama after he

was born and attending Columbia. The common denominator is

Zbigniew Brzezinski and David Rockefeller. Is it any wonder David

Rockefeller (now in his early 90's) was in a Wheelchair in front of Obama

during his short Memorial day speech? Is it any wonder that Brzezinski is now

part of Obama's foreign council? 

Ann Dunham's father seemingly never died and married another woman.

Ann seemingly never died and is alive and well to this day. Did Obama's

grandmother really die recently?

Keep in mind there were no funerals, just memorial services for each

person. Also, there is no record of a Stanley Ann Dunham having been

treated and dying in a Cancer Institute in Hawaii that Obama has made

claim to. They have no record of her having died or even being there at

all.

A death certificate was discovered for a Madelyn Dunham of Kansas in

2005 (Did Madelyn move back to Kansas at some point and time?) 

What we're told

- November 7, 1995, Stanley Ann (Dunham-Obama) Soetoro allegedly

died of ����ovarian cancer���� at age ����56.���� Her body was cremated; there

was no funeral. Memorial service held in her honor at the University of

Hawaii. No info on BHO attending; But ����helped scatter her ashes over

the Pacific Ocean.����
No death certificate was discovered for Stanely A. up until just one

month before election day.���� Blogsphere was buzzing with no finding or

record of Ann's death, but on magically appeared in one database, then

within the next few days, a couple of others with a death record. The

database indicated that the "government" of or through California

submitted the information (Nancy Pelosi's home state and where her

district is/was) 

Problems with the story

- An alias for Stanley Ann Dunham was found as a ����relative/associate����
of Madelyn L. Dunham, Honolulu, HI: ����Kelly A. Dunham.����
- Dunhams had only one daughter, Stanley Ann. Therefore, Kelly Ann,

who does not seem to have any other history, is likely an alias for Stanley

Ann.

An alias search for Stanley Ann at recordsarea.com shows the following

information:

* Kelly A. Dunham, associate/relative of Madelyn L. Dunham,
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Honolulu, HI;

* Kelly A. Shippleck (Kelly A. Dunham), Phoenix, AZ [is this a

third marriage or an alias for real estate/money laundering?].

* Sandra Dunham (Sandra Lee Dunham), OH, FL

* Susan N. Dunham, HI, CA. Ste (Stephen) Dunham, Honolulu,

HI (Stanley Ann chooses another male name?)

* Stephen O. Dunham, Honolulu, HI

* Scott A. Dunham, (Stanley Ann chooses a second male

name?), HI, WA, OR, TN, VA, IN.

Each of the aforementioned aliases contains one or more references to the

above examples. In cases where the trail seemingly ends, one needs only

to cross-reference the ����relatives/associates���� and the trail continues.

Some entries show as many as ����99 addresses���� in one city and ����160

relatives/associates

ACTIVE social security check on Stanley Ann Dunham 

Her SSN is 535-40-8522 from Ancestry.com

A search at intelius.com using that SS# returns 2 addresses in Honolulu, HI

and one address for NY, New York.

Stanley Ann's age for this record is shown to be age 66.

Doing a Whitepages.com search yields the following results:

Stanley A. Dunham

320 E. 43rd St.

NY, NY 10017

Telephone Number 212-573-5000

Job Title: Part of the Gender

Equality Program

Co Ford Foundation

It has been reported that Stanley Ann Dunham was at Ford Foundation during

Barack�s Columbia years. 
Peter Geithner (Tim's Father) was director of the Asia program at the Ford

Foundation, a New World Order (NWO) operation. Peter Geithner oversaw

the "microfinance" programs developed in Indonesia by Ann Dunham-

Soetoro, Barack Obama����s mother. The current Secretary of Treasury's

Father was the current President's Mother boss at the Ford Foundation! 

A reverse phone number search for the Ford Foundation number returns an

individual by the name of Scott Terkowitz
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Did Scott Terkowitz take over that phone number and office? It looks like he

had a California license and a West Virginia license to practice.

Virginia Board of Dentistry

Scott T********, Clifton Forge, VA Profession: Dentist; Lic.

No. 043290; Cal. No. 21162 Regents Action Date: January 12,

2004 Action: Application for consent order granted; Penalty

agreed upon: 24 month suspension, execution of last 21 months

of suspension=2 0stayed, probation 2 years.

Summary: Licensee admitted to the charge of having been found

guilty of professional misconduct by the Virginia Board of

Dentistry.

New York State Education Department Office of the Professions

Summaries of Regents Actions on Professional Misconduct and

Discipline January 12, 2004

A search for the Ford Foundation Address:

320 E. 43rd St. New York

There 36 places (mostly medical related) associated with this address. Not

uncommon for large office buildings. Each business in the building have their

own phone number, as you would expect. 

The phone for the first place (a medical firm) on the list was searched

and it returned 24 people having the same and IDENTICAL phone

number but with DIFFERENT addresses, even out of state, for that

number. 

The common denominator of these results is each address is a different

one for a different PHD Medical Doctor, but with the same phone

number

It is possible this is a national group but very odd having different addresses. 

It seems to be part of a Real-Estate money-laundering scheme. It was also

discovered that Obama's Grandmother, Madelyn as Vice President of

the Bank of Hawaii, had unlimited access to Social Security records of

deceased individuals. 

The Ford Foundation and Stanley Ann's connection there.

It is reported that Ann Dunham worked for the Ford Foundation in

Indonesia for many years (see ties above). 

Going to the Ford Foundation website, the following information is given:

 

The Jakarta office makes grants in Indonesia.

Ford Foundation
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P.O. Box 2030

Jakarta 10020, Indonesia

Tel. (+62) 21-252-4073

Fax (+62) 21-252-4078

ffjakarta@fordfound.org

The Ford Foundation began working in Indonesia, from an

office located in Jakarta, in 1953. Over the years, we have

provided more than $450 million in grants in selected fields.

The great diversity of Indonesia�s people and their culture�in
terms of geography, religion, and social differences�is a source
of strength and innovation. At the same time, the nation�s
ethnic and linguistic diversity presents challenges, and certain

groups are significantly marginalized in their access to resources

or participation in decisions that affect their lives.

Broad, Evolving Focus

The grant-making focus of the foundation has evolved over the

years in response to the shifting political and economic

landscape and the changing needs and priorities of Indonesia�s
people and communities.

Today, we are making major commitments in a range of areas,

including local philanthropy; natural resources management,

rural livelihoods and community empowerment; sexuality and

reproductive health; governance and civil society; media, arts

and culture; and formal and alternative education. Grants in

these areas have been designed to strengthen individual and

institutional capabilities, support innovative practices and

disseminate information on successful approaches�
 The current analysis now raises this question:

Q Are these doctors involved with Organ Harvesting/Trafficking? 

Rising trade in Human Organs is Alarming. You can read the article on this

here: http://mitchell-langbert.blogspot.com/2008/11/contrairimairi-raises-

baffling.html

 Indonesia is one of the "hot-spots" for organ trading. 

Q Are the people currently associated with the building that houses THE

FORD FOUNDATION at 320 E. 43rd St. involved in another body organ

trafficking ring? 

Concerning Ann Dunham helped with microeconomics in Indonesia...so why

her job title at Ford Foundation for Gender Equality? 

The same pattern holds true for doing searches on the other phone numbers
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listed in the initial results. Each one returns a different list of Contacts, but

each with the same phone number and yet different address. Each one is a

Medical PHD. 

A search for Ann Dunham and the Ford Foundation at rantburg.com yields

this result: 

Barry Soetoro aka Barack Obama, Former Menteng student now US

President.� �Dunham-Soetoro became a consultant for the United States
Agency for International Development on setting up a village credit program,

then a Ford Foundation program officer in Jakarta specializing in women�s
work. Later, she was a consultant in Pakistan, then joined Indonesia�s oldest
bank to work on what is described as the world�s largest sustainable
microfinance program, creating services like credit and savings for the poor.� 
Dunham Foreign Profit Businesses

Some have these business-fronts have lapsed or withdrawn.

A search for Dunham businesses at governmentfilesonline.com yield some of

the following results

DUNHAM ASSOCIATES, INC. FOREIGN PROFIT CORPORATION Annual Filings

FILING YEAR DATE RECEIVED STATUS 2004 Mar 22, 2004 Rejected 2003 Jan

16, 2003 Processed 2002 Not Required 2001 Processed 2000 Processed 1999

Processed

TRADE NAME DUNHAM ENTERPRISES FILE NUMBER 321149 ZZ

CERTIFICATE NUMBER 4034202 STATUS Active PURPOSE CONSULTING

EXPIRATION DATE Jun 27, 2010 REGISTRATION DATE Jun 28, 2005 MAILING

ADDRESS 1134 KINAU ST #901 HONOLULU, Hawaii 96814 UNITED STATES

REGISTRANT PATRICIA ANN DUNHAM

There is also a Marriage notice from Kelly A Dunham to a James Allen

in 1999 (bocweb.dlnrbc.hawaii.gov)

Document No: O135737

Recorded: 1999-07-15

Class:���� LCO

Grantor(s):

ALLEN KELLY L ETAL

DUNHAM JAMES T ETAL

DUNHAM KELLY A ETAL

Grantee(s):

Description:

NOTED ON CT 462913 MARRIAGE

Note according to records, Kelly A. Dunham died in 2007:

KELLY ANN DUNHAM (born)08 Nov 1964 (died)19 Feb 2007 (V)

14094 (Lockport, Niagara, NY) (none specified) (SS number)079-52-7004

New York

There is a connection to:

Ann Dunham

Kelly Dunham
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Patricia Dunham

I searched Patricia Dunham (a freeper did this search) and it comes up

with that James T. Allen (James T Dunham) connection just as Kelly

Dunham does.

Document No: L2115186

Recorded: 1994-02-03
Class: AM
Grantor(s):

DUNHAM JAMES T &WF
DUNHAM PATRICIA A &HSB

Grantee(s):
GENTRY MTG CO LTD
Description:

NOTED ON CT 423875 MTG 2076542 

A new discovery - as previously, Patricia A. Dunham was linked only as

the registrant to the Dunham foreign profit company, Dunham

Enterprises (see below). The records above directly link both Kelly A.

Dunham and Patricia A. Dunham to James T. Allen (Dunham). It means

both aliases are/were used by the same person - Stanley A. Dunham. It is

now clear that Stanley A. registered this business using the Patricia A.

Dunham alias 

A search using bocweb.dlnrbc.hawaii.gov for businesses associated with

Stanley Dunham yield the following results.

Notice the Ford Foundation comes up.

THE FORD FOUNDATION *All Filings

THIS IS THE ADDRESS WHERE STANLEY ANN DUNHAM

WORKED FOR THE FORD FOUNDATION AT 320 E. 43RD ST. NYC

NY NOTICE THAT THESE FILES ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO BE

VIEWED!!!

2. Debtor Names: FORD FOUNDATION T/A REST. ASSOC.

320 E. 43RD ST., NYC, NY 10036-0000, USA Secured Party

Names: LA TOURAINE COFFEE CO. 520 SECAUCUS

ROAD, SECAUCUS, NJ 07096-0000, USA File no. File Date

Lapse Date Filing Type Pages Image 085313 04/22/1998

04/22/2003 Financing Statement 1=2 0NA *

3. Debtor Name s: FORD FOUNDATION T/A REST. ASSOC.

320 E. 43RD ST., NYC, NY 10036-0000, USA Secured Party

Names: LA TOURAINE COFFEE CO. 520 SECAUCUS

ROAD, SECAUCUS, NJ 07096-0000, USA File no. File Date

Lapse Date Filing Type Pages Image 085317 04/22/1998

04/22/2003 Financing Statement 1 NA *

4. Debtor Names: THE FORD FOUNDATION 320 EAST 43RD

ST, NEW YORK, NY 10017-4816, USA Secured Party Names:

IBM CORPORATION 1 NORTH CASTLE DRIVE,
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ARMONK, NY 10504-2575, USA File no. File Date Lapse

Date Filing Type Pages Image 002985 01/05/2000 01/05/2005

Financing Statement 1 NA * 014125 01/20/2000 01/05/2005

Termination 1 NA *

5. Debtor Names: THE FORD FOUNDATION 320 EAST 43RD

ST, NEW YORK, NY 10017-0000, USA Secured Party Names:

DE LAGE LANDEN FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC. 1055

WESTLAKES DRIVE, BERWYN, PA 19312-0000, USA File

no. File Date Lapse Date Filing Type Pages Image 238698

12/12/2000 12/12/2005 Financing Statement 2 NA * NOTE:

New York State does not issue organizational identification

numbers.

It is also reported that Stanley Ann Soetoro, also used or spelled

"Soetoro" as "Sutoro".

Ford Foundation, white pages search Stanley A. Dunham: Expanded

search to SUTORO...instead of as SOETORO... (In the Hawaiian Public

records search, the public records were listed as Stanley Ann SUTORO)

Ann D Sutoro 320 E 43rd St New York, NY 10017 (212)

573-5000 Job title: Program Officer for Women & Employment

Company: Ford Foundation

Q SA Dunham the same as our Stanley Ann Dunham that worked at 320 E.

49th St. in NYC at the Ford Foundation??

She supposedly DIED in Nov. 1995, and Verizon didn�t come onto the scene
until 1996 after the merger of Bell Atlantic and GE

http://verizonpathetic.com/historylesson6.html

Now, what is interesting is that on this search record, it states years of

residence 1993, 1994, 1995. BUT, what is INTERESTING, is that the phone

number associated with this S A Dunham was a Land Line from Verizon.

Verizon didn�t exist until 1996.
For years 1993, 1994, 1995 when she was supposed to be living in Hawaii??

She supposedly died on Nov. 7, 1995.

The address at 235 E. 40th St puts her on the same block as her Ford

Foundation Job address. 320 E. 40TH ST.

Reverse search on her phone number - it came up name and address

unavailable: Phone was a LAND LINE, Verizon US Phone and Address

Directories, 1993-2002 about S A Dunham

Name: S A Dunham Address: 235 E 40Th St City: New York

State: New York Zip Code: 10016-0889 Phone Number:

212-986-9541 R esidence Years: 1993201994 1995

Source Citation: City: New York; State: New York; Year(s):
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1993 1994 1995.

Low and behold, we see Ann only lives 3 city blocks from where she works

Overall analysis based on data presented above indicates

The multiple addresses under each alias suggest an extreme

pattern of money laundering and real estate acquisitions. No one

person would have so many addresses in one lifetime and

certainly not under each alias. The research has, quite by

accident, opened the door to the world of organized real estate

fraud and money laundering. Admittedly, charging the Dunhams

and their presumed aliases and Stanley Ann and her aliases with

complicity in this nation-destroying scam is a bold step forward

and, journalistically, could be deemed premature. However, the

extent of money-laundering, as revealed by means of linking

database names and real estate transactions, is staggering. On

the basis of the above examples and evidence from other

investigations, the numbers of properties involved likely

number in the millions and would be worth hundreds of

billions of dollars, if not trillions.

What is most interesting in this is how they appear to be

accomplishing this as it has mixed the old Muslim money system

of hawala with modern credit card laundering, including ATM

transfers with the direct quid pro quo involving non profits and

the indirect infiltration of funds via some very connected

Muslim billionaires, topped off with the public airwaves as a

public paid for propaganda ministry.

For the basics, hawala, is an off the book banking system which

runs the Middle East. No money ever exchanges hands across

borders.

It works like this: Ahmadinejad of Iran decides to disrupt

the United States election process and tells a broker in

Tehran, he wants to transfer several hundred thousand

dollars to Iranian immigrants in the United States.

The broker takes the money from Ahmadinejad, writes the

transaction down in his notebook, assigns it a transaction

number which he tells Ahmadinejad to send to his Iranian

agents in New York or Detroit, who then go in and pick up

the cash from the hawala broker which looks like a noodle

merchant in a run down store.

No money ever exchanges hands, but the Tehran broker will

someday soon have money coming out of America and make

the exchange and the books will balance then in a perpetual

flow.
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Other interesting notes, including information from an undisclosed

source claiming to know the real Obama

�There is no evidence Ann Dunham had even met Obama Senior in or around
November 1960, the alleged time of conception, indeed it is not even clear

Obama was in Honolulu at that time, although he may have been. Ann

Dunham was only 17 and although she might have been in Honolulu the

timing is tight.

More to the point, she was in neither of the medical centers put forward

by the Obama campaign (question: why do they not know in which

hospital he was born?) on August 4th, nor are there medical records to

back up the claimed birth, nor has an attending physician been named.

I����ve heard of births with the father absent, births with the mother

absent a bit trickier.����
�There are said to be photos of Ann Dunham on Waikiki Beach taken in or

about July 1961, when she is supposed to have been in her third trimester, in a

bikini, taken by a fellow female student. AD is clearly not pregnant. Media

have not yet talked to fellow students, but it can�t be long. There are bound
to be other photos of AD in existence taken during the alleged 2nd and 3rd

trimesters.

Obama campaign are terrified some one will press for her medical records,

which have been accessed by CIA. �Obama Senior was murdered in Kenya in
1982 to silence him. Interesting story, his sister Auma as well � she appears
to be a full sister, not a half-sister as he is claiming, i.e. they share the same

mother. She was ordered back to Kenya in 2007 to prevent DNA testing �.
CIA did a DNA test on the grandparents, using saliva from glasses, which

conclusively rules out any relationship between Obama and the Dunhams.

�Effectively,� the source concludes, �Obama is a German sleeper agent.�
There was the fact that in Hawaii the boy was tutored in the ways of revolution

by leading black activists, Muslim activists, and Communist activists.

Influentia black nationalist and Communist Frank Marshall Davis would

become a huge influence in the young Obama�s life.
But things really got strange with the revelation that Khalid al-Mansour,

close adviser to a Saudi billionaire and royal family helped Obama get

into Harvard Law School (and reportedly Columbia before that) and

financed his education and advancement.

Those who controlled the life of Stanley Armour Dunham, prepared him for

the subservient role he would later play, as a ����surrogate grandfather���� to a

fictional character created for the purpose of first infiltrating, then

compromising the United States government.

Lebanon Connection, money-laundering scheme using counterfeit money

and stolen credit cards

Ann Dunham, possibly not a America citizen, went to school in Beirut,
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Lebanon. Possibly the family was smuggled into the US as spies. No wonder

Obama refuses to show his Birth Certificate.

"It is not that difficult my fellow and fellowette citizens. I will remind you that

Mr. Obama is currently being fed over $250 million in overseas funds. This is

the same overseas forgery center of the Bekaa Valley in Lebanon which has

the Xerox DocuColor 100 digital printing press at $500,000 a unit, along with

the old acid paper and the presses which turns out hundreds of millions of

dollars to fund terrorism around the world.

Do you really think an operation which was Axelrod inept and has graduated

to contracting outside computer hackers in a quid pro quo is now going to be

sunk in not coming up with a few documents and a few Democrats from

operational military and intelligence backgrounds to clean up this problem?"

"The process is simple. 3rd world bank takes in counterfeit money to pay for

non used credit cards which have been stolen."

More on stolen credit card numbers -- used for Obama related money

laundering:

http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2008/10/obama-money-train.html�
http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2008/10/dangling-phil-berg.html�
http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2008/10/oh-my-proven-right-again.html�
http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2008/11/some-necessary-obama-bailout-

questions.html�
The payments are all electronic, so no statements are sent to unsuspecting

people.

The net result the Obama campaign hauls in over 250 million in donations

which means a big black hole deficit in someone's legitimate bank.

Rep. John Boehner of the GOP asking about ghost loans of 2 trillion dollars

to who knows where and what that the taxpayer is being stuck with in asking

the real questions of just how much of this government bailout money and

financial disaster flowed directly into Barack Obama's campaign funding orgy

of 800 million dollars.

We know for a fact today that the Democratic Party BORROWED 15

million dollars for Barack Obama in the last weeks of the election. Which

banks did this come from and as homeowners were in dire straits at the very

least banks were giving Obama loans for steak dinners and jet trips while poor

people were being squeezed to pay their mortgage."

The scheme in detail as explained by an expert in the process

"Obama receives 300 million dollars from the Middle East. The said Middle

East bank has in it counterfeit money from Lebanon deposited knowing it is

bogus.

Said Obama operatives in the Middle East take stolen American credit card
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numbers which if one recalls were all over the news just before the Obama

campaign decided it was going to raise money via credit cards.

The operatives phone Obama's Penny Pritzker and donate whatever amounts

that showed up on their books which amount to 300 million dollars.

American credit card companies pay it thinking they are being paid with real

money from these banks. The operatives pay by electronic transfers the credit

card bill so no physical bill is sent and the owner whether living or dead has

no idea their account is active as most accounts do not show year end

statements.

The money then goes into the Obama accounts in America banks and is paid

out to willing Obama sucklings all squealing like pigs for the Obama in being

funded by him.

For all the nonsense of Shep Smith not believing the MSM is in the tank for

Obama and made a difference, no one has asked grinning Shep just how much

800 million dollars buys in loyalty from the media.

At the very least Barack Obama is on record for taking 15 million dollars from

a strapped population in need of every cent to make house payments. At the

mid ground, Barack Obama owes 300 million dollars in money which should

be seized by the Treasury as it was fraudlent coming out of the Middle East.

At the maximum, Barack Obama is knowingly guilty of criminal money fraud

in taking a part in funding his campaign in the economic rape of the United

States."

"No birth certificate for Stanley Ann Dunham or her parents, or her

maternal grandparents. No marriage certificate for Ann's parents and no

record of Ann's fathers service in the military. This would be a point

Obama made to throw everyone off that no one in his family is a natural

born citizen including him.

So why is the government covering up all of this for Obama? All these

records Obama talks about are available to the FBI and the CIA. Yet we

hear nothing?

We have no idea who Obama is. But this information here says he is a

part of something larger than just POTUS."

Obama and Tim Geithner were most probably childhood

friends.

Peter F. Geithner, Treasury Secretary Geithner's father, worked for the

Ford Foundation.

No surprise here though, really. Obama and family are highly connected to the

East Coast banking crime syndicate (Rockefellers, Soros, Ford Foundation

etc.). In other words, Obama and family are highly connected to (Council on

Foreign Relations) CFR banking family members, or better known as the

Federal Reserve conglomerate.  
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The fairy-tale story that Obama delivered during the Democratic National

Convention (the one with the Greek columns and the fireworks) about his

mother living on food stamps was most probably just another little white lie

that he told to the American people. Why? Stanley Ann Dunham was

professionally connected to Tim Geithner's father, Peter. Please read this

excerpt from the Economic Policy Journal:

"Who is Timothy Geithner?

Morgan Reynolds, who served as chief economist for the US Department of

Labor during 2001�2, George W. Bush's first term, has done a little fact

checking on the new Treasury Secretary:

Who is Geithner? He is a creature of the eastern banking establishment and

ruling class through and through. His r�sum� nicely matches his actions in
handing out government money and guarantees to the "right people."

Geithner����s father Peter is director of the Asia program at the Ford

Foundation, a New World Order operation. Peter Geithner oversaw the

"microfinance" programs developed in Indonesia by Ann Dunham-Soetoro,

Barack Obama����s mother.

Geithner�s maternal grandfather, Charles F. Moore, was an adviser to

President Eisenhower and vice president of Ford Motor Company, according

to Wikipedia. Geithner�s wife Carole Marie, like Geithner a 1983 graduate

of Dartmouth College (Ivy League), is daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert

Sonnenfeld of Princeton, N.J., a professor of French and comparative

literature at Princeton University (Ivy League) for 27 years."

Thus, Obama and Tim Geithner most probably were childhood friends.

Remember Tony Rezko? Obama used Rezko to launder about $100 million of

taxpayer dollars while Obama was still a State Senator. Geithner is Obama's

right hand in accessing the Tony Rezkos (people like Warren Buffett and Bill

Gates) of the national level for Obama and the Democrats while he's President.

That's why that with all this trouble about AIG, Obama is still not going to get

rid of Geithner. Geithner is a valuable tool for them to rob this country

through its national policies.  

Peter Geithner (Tim's Father) was director of the Asia program at the Ford

Foundation, a New World Order (NWO) operation. Peter Geithner oversaw

the "microfinance" programs developed in Indonesia by Ann Dunham-Soetoro,

Barack Obama�s mother.
Note: As many of you may already know, the Clintons also have strong ties to

the Indonesia Microfinance program. They have been to Indonesia several

times to "take care of their business". It is the hub of the New World Order

micro-finance scheme. The same scheme that was adopted by Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac to trigger the collapse of the housing market. It was first

instantiated by Carter (a NWO puppet), and then made increasingly effective
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by Clinton (another NWO puppet) by removing almost all restrictions. The

Ford Foundation are partners with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

Did you know that when Son of Stanley was going to school in Los Angeles,

he went with a Pakistani friend to visit his mother in Indonesia, who was

working for Peter Geithner at that time. After this, he spent a couple weeks in

Pakistan, before he abruptly transferred to Columbia in New York where Peter

Geithner was headquartered

A little more about Peter Geithner and his ties to known NWO operations:

Peter F. Geithner is an advisor to the Asia Center at Harvard University and a

consultant to the Asia Pacific Philanthropy Consortium, Rockefeller

Foundation, Sasakawa Peace Foundation, and other organizations. He serves

on the boards of the National Committee on United States-China Relations,

the China Center for Economic Research (Peking University), the Center for

the Advanced Study of India (University of Pennsylvania), Clemente

(Holdings) Asia, Inc., and the Institute of Current World Affairs.

Peter Geithner's obviously rather unconventional style, gives him a lot in

common with Stanley Ann, considered to be a pioneer in the field of

anthropological microfinance for underprivileged Asian women.  Though from

far different backgrounds, both parents afforded their sons with globe-trotting,

exotic childhoods, culminating in Peter�s Son playing Robin to Stanley
Ann�s OBatMan.  Small world, huh?

According to The Atlantic, young Timmy Giethner's experiences at Dear Old

Dad�s knee in Asia, even in China during the Tiananmen Square uprising,
greatly influenced his life choices:

"First, his Asia background.  Geithner�s father, Peter Geithner, was a
development specialist who opened the Ford Foundation�s China office - the
first foreign NGO here, under a special agreement that continues to this day. 

That was just before Tiananmen Square, and the father was part of the

Foundation�s difficult but, ultimately, undoubtedly correct decision to
remain engaged.  Tim apparently also studied Chinese, was posted in Tokyo

for Treasury, and focused on Asia studies as undergraduate and graduate

student.  This is all great background for Treasury�s international dealings in
the coming years."

Now you can see why China is lending us all this money for Socialist/Marxist

agendas? China knows that if the US is to become Socialist/Marxist, our

country will no longer lead the world in innovation and technology. China has

their own plans for world "hemogany". In fact, Chinese leaders know that

Communism doesn't work, and this is why they have adopted a simulation

model of Western government through their "Strategic Moderization

Objective".

There is also a solid link between the Islamic Banking Cooperative, Fannie

Mae, Freddie Mac, The Ford Foundation, Devron Bank of Chicago and the
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Bank of Indonesia (Stanley A. Dunham was a research coordinator at this

bank and a program officer for the Ford Foundation).

Devron began selling Islamic home refinancing products for Muslims to

Freddie Mac (see below).

CHICAGOLAND, ILLINOIS � Devon Bank today announced it would begin
selling its Islamic home financing products to Freddie Mac, effectively

expanding opportunities for Muslims living in Illinois and nine other states to

become homeowners while observing traditional Islamic restrictions on paying

interest on mortgages and other types of debt. Based in McLean, Va., Freddie

Mac is one of the nation's largest investors in mortgages and Islamic home

financing products.

 

New discovery links Dunham aliases to Dunham front companies and

real-estate transactions

by DefendUSx March 24, 2009 23:23

 "The real reason is that Madelyn's Dad worked for Rockefeller's Standard Oil

Company. In 1973 David Rockefeller founded the Trilateral Commission (TC)

with the Marxist-praising Zbigniew Brzezinski as its director. Zbigniew

Brzezinski is a foreign policy advisor to Obama. What these Trilateralists truly

intend is the creation of a worldwide economic power superior to the political

governments of the nation-states involved. The place to start is with the banks

and developement of "predatory lending" schemes that would eventually

collapse Capitalism and pave the way for Socialism. It should also be noted

that Stanley Dunham (Obama's grandfather) started an Oil company for

Lolo Soetoro in Indonesia called Mobil Oil so that Standard Oil could make

transfers to Indonesia using Lolo's Oil front. Twenty percent of the Standard

Oil company's Oil went to powering German Submarines during WWII using a

different Oil front in Indonesia prior to Lolos." 

We can now see how the Middle East and Western Globalists (Rockefellers

etc.) connections started above. It is also why anyone part of this globalist

micro-finance scheme (including the Clintons) using the old Muslim money

system of hawala with modern credit card laundering, including ATM transfers

with the direct quid pro quo involving non profits and the indirect infiltration

of funds via some very connected Muslim billionaires, topped off with the

public airwaves as a public paid for propaganda ministry, has deep ties

between the Indonesian and certain US banking systems over the course of

several decades. 

On to some research

..................................................................................................................................................

An alias for Stanley Ann Dunham was found as a �relative/associate� of
Madelyn L. Dunham, Honolulu, HI: �Kelly A. Dunham.�
Dunhams had only one daughter, Stanley Ann. Therefore, Kelly Ann, who
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does not seem to have any other history, is likely an alias for Stanley Ann.

An alias search for Stanley Ann at recordsarea.com shows the following

information:

* Kelly A. Dunham, associate/relative of Madelyn L. Dunham, Honolulu, HI;

* Kelly A. Shippleck (Kelly A. Dunham), Phoenix, AZ [is this a third marriage

or an alias for real estate/money laundering?].

* Sandra Dunham (Sandra Lee Dunham), OH, FL

* Susan N. Dunham, HI, CA. Ste (Stephen) Dunham, Honolulu, HI (Stanley

Ann chooses another male name?)

* Stephen O. Dunham, Honolulu, HI

* Scott A. Dunham, (Stanley Ann chooses a second male name?), HI, WA,

OR, TN, VA, IN.

A lot of research has been done on the ominous real-estate scams by the

Dunham family and their partners. Some of the research links this money-

laundering scheme using counterfeit money and stolen credit card info back to

Lebanon.

Ann Dunham was possibly not an America citizen - and went to school in

Beirut, Lebanon. Possibly, the family was smuggled into the US as spies. No

wonder Obama refuses to show his BC.

There is also a Marriage notice from Kelly A Dunham to a James Allen in

1999 (bocweb.dlnrbc.hawaii.gov)

Document No: O135737

Recorded: 1999-07-15

Class: LCO

Grantor(s):

ALLEN KELLY L ETAL

DUNHAM JAMES T ETAL

DUNHAM KELLY A ETAL

Grantee(s):

Description:

NOTED ON CT 462913 MARRIAGE

Note according to records, Kelly A. Dunham passed on in 2007:

KELLY ANN DUNHAM (born)08 Nov 1964 (died)19 Feb 2007 (V) 14094

(Lockport, Niagara, NY) (none specified) (SS number)079-52-7004 New York

There is a connection to:

Ann Dunham

Kelly Dunham

Patricia Dunham

I searched Patricia Dunham and it comes up with that James T. Allen (James T

Dunham) connection just as Kelly Dunham does.

Document No: L2115186
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Recorded: 1994-02-03

Class: AM

Grantor(s):

DUNHAM JAMES T &WF

DUNHAM PATRICIA A &HSB

Grantee(s):

GENTRY MTG CO LTD

Description:

NOTED ON CT 423875 MTG 2076542 

A new discovery - as previously, Patricia A. Dunham was linked only as

the registrant to the Dunham foreign profit company, Dunham Enterprises (see

below). The records above directly link both Kelly A. Dunham and Patricia

A. Dunham to James T. Allen (Dunham). It means both aliases are/were used

by the same person - Stanley A. Dunham. It is now clear that Stanley A.

registered this business using the Patricia A. Dunham alias:

TRADE NAME DUNHAM ENTERPRISES FILE NUMBER 321149 ZZ

CERTIFICATE NUMBER 4034202 STATUS Active PURPOSE

CONSULTING EXPIRATION DATE Jun 27, 2010 REGISTRATION

DATE Jun 28, 2005 MAILING ADDRESS 1134 KINAU ST #901

HONOLULU, Hawaii 96814 UNITED STATES REGISTRANT PATRICIA

ANN DUNHAM 

If Patricia A. Dunham is an alias for Stanly A. Dunham (which the

records above irrefutably suggest), according to the registration date of

said business above, it would have to mean that Stanley A. Dunham is

still alive and that she didn't pass away. I guess now you can see why the

hospital in Hawaii that was said to have taken care of Stanley A. prior to

her death has no knowledge or records of her having been there.

The address of this business (when viewing Google Maps) is only one block

away from where Madelyn Dunham was said to live.

Stanley A. also spelled her last name "Sutoro instead of Soetoro" on some

real-estate transactions. You can see this below:

Document No: B20784528

Recorded: 1987-06-16

Class: R

Grantor(s):

DUNHAM STANLEY A

SIMLOG LEASING CORP

SUTORO STANLEY A D

Grantee(s):

DUBEY KRISHNA ETALS

GARRETT RICHMOND ETALS

MORRIS ELDON W ETALS

SHAW JOHN ETALS

SWAN DONALD ETALS
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U S A IRS

TMK:

Description:

JDGT IN 17656/556 &C

SIMLOG (see record above) is/was a leasing company � it was a HI
registered business but a Washington State Corp. (registered originally in

Washington State)

State of HI de-listed/de-certified SIMLOG for failure to file annual reports of

some kind.

Research indicates Obama����s mother was the front (was a corporate

officer) of this business ���� and may be connected to the IRS Lien against

her.

All the players in this game of hoarding US tax$ and doing money laundering

schemes have solid connections. In fact, there is even a solid connection

between Obama and Thomas Ayers (Bill Ayers father). The same holds true

for Peter Geithner (Treasury Secretary Geithner's father). The Fathers of these

men were all involved in real-estate schemes while each one claiming to be a

"Philanthropist" (aka Communist) and setting up fronts to funnel in Grant

money.

The Obama-Ayers connection has been presumed to be only that between

Obama and William Ayers. However, there is a direct Obama-Ayers

connection between Obama and Thomas G. Ayers, father of William Ayers

and the retired president and CEO of Commonwealth Edison, that predates the

2005 mortgage with Northern Trust.

According to the 2001 annual report of the Chicago Public Education

Fund, Thomas Ayers and Barack Obama both served as members of the

Fund����s Leadership Council.

Here it should be mentioned that until May 1994, when he had passed the

Company�s mandatory retirement age of 75, and was therefore no longer up
for re-election, Thomas G. Ayers served on the Finance Committee of the

General Dynamics Corp. board of directors with Lester Crown, the largest

share holder. It just so happens that Northern Trust was the trustee of the

corporation�s Salaried Savings Plan and the Hourly Savings Plan overseen
by the Committee.

The Obama/Geithner connection:

Peter F. Geithner, Treasury Secretary Geithner's father,  worked for the Ford

Foundation.

Peter was director of the Asia program at the Ford Foundation, a New World

Order (NWO) operation. Peter Geithner oversaw the "microfinance"

programs developed in Indonesia by Ann Dunham-Soetoro, Barack

Obama����s mother.
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Did you know that when Son of Stanley was going to school in Los Angeles,

he went with a Pakistani friend to visit his mother in Indonesia, who was

working for Peter Geithner at that time. After this, he spent a couple weeks in

Pakistan, before he abruptly transferred to Columbia in New York where Peter

Geithner was headquartered 

And now you ask, what about the Saudi Arabia connection?

It wreaks of more real-estate fraud (how'd you guess?) Remember Tony

Rezko? A Saudi national. Tony Rezko had direct contact to Prince

Alwaleed of Saudi Arabia. Obama charmed Rezko as Senator, letting

Rezko set up illegal real-estate scams in Obama's Chicago district.

Obama got major kick-backs from the illegal Rezko land deals. He also

got major donations from his new Sugar Daddy, Prince Alwaleed.

Alwaleed was ripe for the plucking, because Alwaleed has been trying to

buy up America and control certain businesses, including the media. For

example, Alwaleed has millions of shares in Fox News (among other

media stations). He bragged about telling Fox to change their tune on

Obama or else he'd pull his stock.

These radical Muslims all have a common goal - to destroy Israel. It is why

Obama has all the Iranian connections as well. The plan is to build up Iran

big-time using US tax$ (including their long-arm Hamas). Obama has

funneled a lot of US tax$ to Iran through a front company called the

"Earthquake Relief Fund" set up by one of Obama's clients (AHMAD P

BARAVAT) when he was practicing Law. Guess what Obama was

defending Ahmad for? You gessed it right again .. real-estate money

laundering. You can see Ahmad wasn't even that creative with his aliases, but

made certain he used the name every Muslim can identify with:

AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 1118 BLOOMFIELD RD, CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63703
AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 2001 ROSE DR, COLUMBIA MO 65202

AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 435 W DIVERSEY PKWY, CHICAGO IL 60614
AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 1544 OAKWOOD OAKWOOD AVE, HIGHLAND PARK IL
60035

AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 2086 SAINT JOHNS AVE APT 106, HIGHLAND PARK IL
60035

AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 555 W STRATFORD PL APT 505, CHICAGO IL 60657
AHMAD P BARAVATI  - 3620 N PINE GROVE AVE, CHICAGO IL 60613

HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 474 N LAKE SHORE DR APT 3301, CHICAGO IL 60611
HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 1130 S MICHIGAN AVE APT 3312, CHICAGO IL 60605

HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 7513 ROOSEVELT RD, FOREST PARK IL 60130
HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 7507 N ROCKWELL ST APT 2C, CHICAGO IL 60645
HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 721 W BRIAR PL APT 302, CHICAGO IL 60657

HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 3725 N WILTON AVE APT 2C, CHICAGO IL 60613
HOSSEIN P BARAVATI  - 555 W STRATFORD PL APT 505, CHICAGO IL 60657

HOSSEIN BARAVATTI  - 42 FATIMI, CINCINNATI OH 45136

So, now do you think "leaking" the blueprints for Marine One to Iran through

a Peer-to-Peer network by Obama was a mistake??

You sure didn't hear it via the MSM, but Computerworld reported it, but with

a very nice spin to it as to not be criticized:
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From ComputerWorld:

"Classified information about the communications, navigation and

management electronics on Marine One, the helicopter now used by President

Barack Obama, were reportedly discovered in a publicly available shared

folder on a computer in Tehran, Iran, after apparently being accidentally

leaked over a peer-to-peer file-sharing network. "

 

Goal ���� One World Government ���� Communist

Last phase of engineered economic crisis

by DefendUSx March 17, 2009 04:14

The last phase to completely blow out the bottom of the US economy is to

sucker investors and lure them back to the stock market. With the help of

tri-lateral Billionaires like Soros and Buffet, that buy up temporary stocks, the

market goes up and lures investors. Not only this, but Citi reporting they're

making a profit now (Citi is a CFR member) and one *really* knows this for

sure, if they're making a profit now, only hear-say, but enough to get investors

investing again.

Once the market is up, those Billionaire CFR members (Soros, Buffet etc.)

will pull their stock without any indications thus causing all other investors to

quickly lose a large amount of money (whatever they have left). The stock

market will plunge again, but further, and the middle class will lose even more

IRAs and 401Ks.

Also, talk about giving loans to small businesses (just talk), but again, gets

investors curious and investing because they think that the real engine of the

economy will get a face lift by cheap talk,� that's all it is, another ploy to get
you investing just to lose your money. Don't fall for it!

The subprime predatory lending scheme that engineered the 2008

economic crisis

There are two loan terms in this article, one is "micro-finance" and the other is

"subprime" loans. Both types of loans are designed to "get rich off the poor"

by lending to those who cannot afford them. It has been referred to by some

economists as "predatory lending".

Though micro-finance loans have been extended to the mortgage industry,

subprime loans were already available using the same common "rule-set" for

loaning to people with little income and no credit. In short, both loan types are

similar, but are active on somewhat different scales.

The $160,000 question.

If I were a Marxist or part of some Communist (new) party that wanted to

expand the American government by getting stakes in private companies, how

would this get accomplished??

What type of scheme would have to be set up to acquire assets (i.e. property,
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credit, inventory etc.)?

You probably guessed the subprime loan lending method.

To invoke this scheme, it should start with the banks and cause major markets

to go bankrupt. If the banks stop lending money, then every major market is

adversely affected. It goes something like the following:

Step 1) Mandate the banks to give out loans to people who can't

afford them

The Civilian Reinvestment Act (CRA) requires mortgage lenders, through

force of law, to meet government mandated quotas for handing out bad loans

(aka subprime loans). If lenders fail to meet those quotas, there are penalties.

The CRA was started by Jimmy Carter's administration and expanded by the

Clinton administration removing almost all restrictions. George Soros may be

the "brainchild" behind this scheme.

Step 2) After the banks lose enough money because everyone is

foreclosing on their loans, they will stop lending money to buy

homes, vehicles or get credit otherwise.

Speaking of fraud and corruption, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac played a

critical role in facilitating the Clinton �enhancements� to the CRA. It was
their job as government sponsored CRA loan-regulators to purchase and

securitize mortgages in order to ensure that funds are consistently available to

the institutions that lend money to home buyers. They failed to do this on

purpose. They not only conveniently failed to secure the loans, but they

encouraged the banks to do more lending.

Senior executives at Fannie Mae manipulated accounting to collect millions of

dollars in undeserved bonuses and to deceive investors. The junior Illinois

senator collected more money from Fannie Mae than any other Washington

politician except Senator Dodd in the last decade.

The banks thought they were "good to go" in lending out subprime loans. The

banks continued giving out loans unaware these loans would fail to be secured

by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The end result, the banks lost the money on

those loans from the scandel and quit giving out new loans (to businesses and

virtually anyone) while later declaring bankruptcy.

See the list of major banks that went bankrupt in 2008:

http://timandjulieharris.com/2008/07/20/list-of-bank-failure-watch-list/

The bank failure triggered a "domino effect" or chain reaction, in that the

automobile and credit industries - both major markets - were no longer getting

loans from the banks for clients who would buy their products. A virtual halt

to the entire economy all at once. Not only this, but businesses were raising

prices on products to stay in business because banks were no longer giving out

loans. So, logically then, you'd expect several companies in the major markets

to go bankrupt. All you had to do was wait for it.
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Step 3) Wait for the bankrupt companies to request a bailout,

once requested, come up with a offer, but make it clear that if the

government bails them out, the government has part ownership

in that company

Now the beginnings of Socialism. The government, by bailing these major

market players out, now has part ownership of the company bailed out.

The government will "back stop" $308 billion in Citi's troubled assets for the

time being, the Treasury effectively owns that bank. ...

http://www.247wallst.com/2008/11/citigroup-c-get.html

Obama's family history and connections to a micro-financing loan

lending network that extends to the Islamic Banking Cooperative.

The last things Barack Obama wants is anyone sniffing around his

family����s Hawaiian banking past or his family����s Indonesian banking

past as it leads right into Chicago banking and New York finance

collapse that Barack Obama has a part in.

So far, there is a solid link between the Islamic Banking Cooperative, Fannie

Mae, Freddie Mac, The Ford Foundation, Devron Bank of Chicago and the

Bank of Indonesia (Stanley A. Dunham was a research coordinator at this

bank and a program officer for the Ford Foundation).

Stanley Ann worked at a bank called Bank Rakyat of Indonesia (also referred

to as the Bank of Indonesia).

"Dunham worked as a program officer for the Ford Foundation and as research

coordinator for Bank Rakyat Indonesia"

Quote above taken from: http://archives.starbulletin.com/2008/09/13/news

/story09.html

Bank Rakyat is also a big part of the �Islamic Banking Cooperative�.
Bank Rakyat also happens to part of a The International Micro-financing

Network. Bank Rakyat (A.K.A Bank of Indonesia) is the largest micro-finance

player in Malaysia.

What�s interesting, is the �microfinacing program� does nearly the same
thing that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac do, but on a somewhat smaller scale

(though has been extended to home mortgages).. by giving loans to people

with poor/no credit and/or low incomes.

Fannie Mae invested at least 10 million into the Islamic banking Cooperative

micro-financing network.

Here is the press release by Fannie Mae with their announcement to invest in

the Islamic Banking Cooperative.

http://tyo.ca/islambank.community/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&

file=article&sid=1097��
Another link exists between the Islamic Banking Cooperative and Fannie
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Mae/Freddie Mac through a bank in Chicago called Devron. Devron is also a

member of the "global micro-financing network".

Devron began selling Islamic home refinancing products for Muslims to

Freddie Mac (see below).

CHICAGOLAND, ILLINOIS � Devon Bank today announced it would begin
selling its Islamic home financing products to Freddie Mac, effectively

expanding opportunities for Muslims living in Illinois and nine other states to

become homeowners while observing traditional Islamic restrictions on paying

interest on mortgages and other types of debt. Based in McLean, Va., Freddie

Mac is one of the nation's largest investors in mortgages and Islamic home

financing products.

A global effort - the glue that holds the world micro-financing network

together

ACCION International is a non-profit microlending organization that sponsors

the Bank of Indonesia, Devron Bank in Chicago and several other micro-

finance lenders across the world. ACCION refers to the scheme as the "global

micro-fiancing network".

ACCION also has working partnerships with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

In 2003 ACCION had an operating budget of $11 million and was awarded

major grants from Citigroup Foundation, and the Ford Foundation.
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